We calculate triangle anomalies for fermions with non-canonical scaling dimensions. The most well known example of such fermions (aka unfermions) occurs in Seiberg duality where the matching of anomalies (including mesinos with scaling dimensions between 3/2 and 5/2) is a crucial test of duality. By weakly gauging the non-local action for an unfermion, we calculate the one-loop three-current amplitude. Despite the fact that there are more graphs with more complicated propagators and vertices, we find that the calculation can be completed in a way that nearly parallels the usual case. We show that the anomaly factor for fermionic unparticles is independent of the scaling dimension and identical to that for ordinary fermions. This can be viewed as a confirmation that unparticle actions correctly capture the physics of conformal fixed point theories like Banks-Zaks or SUSY QCD.
Introduction
Recently Georgi introduced unparticles as a simple way of dealing with fields that have non-canonical scaling dimensions that are part of a conformal theory [1, 2] . The phase space for these unparticles formally resembles that of a non-integer number of particles, hence the unusual name. Subsequent studies have examined conformal symmetry breaking [3] , how gauge interactions can be introduced [4] , and how such theories are related to the AdS/CFT correspondence, in particular how their effective actions relate to holgraphic boundary actions [5] .
Since unparticles have unusual propagators (as dictated by conformal symmetry) and gauge interactions, one obvious question is how to reproduce some of the basic aspects of quantum field theories such as the triangle anomaly. It is well known that a theory containing both vector (V) and axial-vector (A) symmetries cannot in general preserve both upon quantization. This was first demonstrated in perturbation theory by Adler, Bell, and Jackiw [6] . In the language of path integrals, the anomaly arises from a symmetry that is respected by the action but not by the integration measure. Fujikawa has shown [7] that the effect of axial transformations on the fermionic path integral measure leads to the same anomaly factor as that derived diagrammatically. The absence of gauge anomalies is necessary for the consistency of a gauge theory, thus in order to talk about gauge interactions for unparticles it is necessary to be able to show that the gauge anomaly vanishes.
Anomalies are also an ensential test of Seiberg's dual description of SUSY QCD [8] . Seiberg used 't Hooft anomaly matching [9] to check whether the two dual descriptions described the same physics. When the global symmetries of SUSY QCD are unbroken, the anomalies exactly match onto a dual description which includes a chiral superfield "meson". For an SU (N ) gauge group in the conformal window, where the number of quark/squark flavors is between 3N/2 and 3N , the anomaly matching relates the anomaly factors of fermions with non-canonical scaling dimensions, i.e. in Georgi's language the anomalies of unfermions. This should be a valid proceedure since the anomaly is not renormalized at any finite order of perturbation theory [10] and we expect that the anomaly should be independent of scaling dimension. In this paper we will show how this comes about directly from the exact fermion propagators that are required by conformal invariance.
In Sec. 2 we review how to gauge the unfermion action and the derivation of the Feynman rules for unfermions. In Sec. 3 we use these Feynman rules to explicitly calculate the anomaly diagrams involving unfermions and show that the result matches the canonical result exactly: the anomaly factors contain no dependence on the scaling dimension of the unfermion. We conclude with some speculations in Sec. 4.
Gauge Interactions and Unfermions
The potentially large anomalous dimension of an unparticle operator may be viewed as the effect of gauge bosons (or other massless particles) from a CFT which are implicitly summed in the unparticle two-point function. For this reason, propagating unparticles bear a close resemblance to QCD jets, as shown in [11] . So unparticles seem to be a natural way to try to understand interacting conformal fixed points in gauge theories, especially when we need to see the effects of weakly gauging a global symmetry of the (possibly strongly interacting) gauge theory. The question of whether it is safe to neglect possible mixings between external gauge bosons and spin one composites of the CFT has been addressed in Ref. [5] , but is not strictly relevant here since we are primarily interested in the limit of zero external gauge coupling which gives the anomaly for a global symmetry.
Recall that the unitarity bound [12, 13] on the scaling dimension of a gauge invariant spin 1/2 operator is
with equality holding for a free field. In the conformal window, SUSY QCD and Seiberg's dual description are superconformal so the scaling dimension of chiral superfields is simply related to the superconformal R-charge [13, 14] via
For N colors and F flavors the superconformal R-charge fixes the dimension of the scalar meson operator to be
while the its fermionic superpartner, the mesino, has scaling dimension
We see from (2.4) that for F = 3N , d = 5/2 and that d decreases with F . As the number of flavors approaches 3N/2, d approaches the unitarity bound (2.1), and the mesino becomes a free field at F = 3N/2. Thus Seiberg's theory provides us with a simple, well-known example of a theory containing unfermions with dimensions between 3/2 and 5/2. Now let us review the procedure for constructing a gauge theory with unfermions as in [5] (see also [15] ). Using the generalized form for a spectral decomposition, the unfermion propagator is determined using dimensional analysis as it was for unbosons with various spins [1, 2, 16, 17] . Taking the unfermions to have scaling dimension d, the following expression for the propagator with 3/2 ≤ d < 5/2 is required by conformal symmetry (up to a normalization):
Note we are using Dirac notation for the fermion although we really have independent leftand right-handed (Weyl) unfermions. We will use Dirac spinors in order to simplify comparisons to the traditional calculation. The normalization is taken to be
so that the regular propagator for a fermion is reproduced when we take the limit of a canonical (free) scaling dimension:
To derive the Feynman rules for the unfermions, we first write the effective momentumspace action which gives rise to Eq. (2.5):
where F (p) has been introduced in order to facilitate comparisons with well-known results. The unfermion propagator in this notation (neglecting the +i term) is:
For the calculation of the anomaly, we will consider weakly gauging vector and axial Abelian symmetries, although ultimately only the vector symmetry can be gauged. To accommodate the gauge symmetry we Fourier transform Eq. (2.7) into a non-local position space action and introduce a Wilson line to ensure that this action is independent of gauge transformations. This gives the following gauge-invariant action (we momentarily retain non-Abelian group generators for generality in these expressions):
where 10) and the derivative acts onF (x − y).
We can now determine the vertex functions 1 by taking functional derivatives of Eq. (2.9) with respect to appropriate combinations of fields. This is exactly as in [5] and can be shown to be a natural extension of the usual minimal coupling prescription (cf. [18] ). The vertex function for two unfermions and one gauge boson is then given by:
(Here and below we suppress normalization factors as they will cancel in the calculation of observable quantities). In our calculation with Abelian symmetries we can replace all group generators by the identity. For the vertex involving an axial gauge boson we find
One can check that these vertex functions satisfy the Ward-Takahashi (W-T) identity [21] :
We will also need the explicit form of the vertex involving two unfermions and two gauge bosons:
where the definition
elucidates the canonical d = 3/2 limit where F (p) → 1 and this vertex vanishes. We can check that this vertex also satisfies a W-T identity given by
which in the Abelian case simplifies to
Finally, the VA vertex function is given by
In the unfermion case it might seem possible to generate a VVA loop amplitude with a single VVA vertex attached to a fermion loop (as shown in the last diagram of figure 1 
Calculating the Anomaly
In the unfermion case there are altogether six VVA diagrams, all shown in Figure 1 . From these we calculate the total amplitude T λµν (q, k 1 , k 2 ; p); the loop momentum routing is made explicit as the final result depends upon it. As shown in the diagrams we take momentum q to correspond to the axial current, while k 1 and k 2 correspond to the vector currents. The full expression for the amplitude is given by:
The Fourier transform of the divergence of the axial currents is thus q λ T λµν (q, k 1 , k 2 ). Note that not all terms in Eq. (3.1) will contribute to the trace; we find, after using the appropriate W-T identities, that the only terms which will give non-zero contributions are those containing two propagators and two single gauge boson vertices, since the Dirac trace 
From this point, the calculation closely follows the canonical case, though the cancellation between diagrams necessarily includes more than just the diagrams present in the d = 3/2 limit. Indeed, using the cyclic property of the trace and the anti-commutation of γ 5 with the other gamma matrices, we see that the first and fifth terms will cancel exactly, as will the third and seventh. We also find that the sixth term can be generated from the fourth (up to the sign difference) by taking p → p + k 1 ; similarly the second term generates the eighth by taking p → p + k 2 . Taking account of these cancellations we write the result in the following suggestive form:
We can now use the usual method of applying Gauss's theorem [22] , i.e. take
so that we'll need to consider only those terms from f (p) that are of O(p −3 ), that is the linearly divergent terms. With this only the following terms remain:
Thus in the limit p → ∞, the only contribution is:
Taking the average p µ p ν /p 2 → η µν /4, we have (now accounting for the k 1 , µ ↔ k 2 , ν terms)
The contriubtions to the divergence of the vector currents will all lead to similar results, in particular that the pertinent quantities are independent of the scaling dimension of the unfermion. Provided we can cast all linearly divergent integrals into the form dp
we will only ever have to consider limits of integrands as p → ∞. Writing the integrals in this form is however quite non-trivial as we must include the contributions from all of the nonstandard diagrams. Moreover, this step will remove any dependence on the scaling dimension as can be seen by examining the vertex functions: in this limit, factors of F (p+k), where k represents any other momentum in the problem, are replaced by F (p). When this replacement is made, we find
while any vertex function with more than one gauge boson vanishes. Thus each contribution will have one numerator power of F (p) = (−p 2 ) 3/2−d coming from each vertex function and one denominator power of the same function involving p coming from each propagator. Thus as we consider the limit p → ∞ we will lose any dependence on d as the F (p)'s -which encode all of the d-dependence in the problem -will cancel.
We can follow similar steps to those above to calculate the vector current divergence, k 1µ T λµν (p), which should vanish in order to maintain (vector) gauge-invariance. Again we use W-T identities to simplify the expression, and we find
Here we have exact cancellation between the first and sixth terms, the fourth and fifth, and the second and seventh. We also see that the third term generates the eighth term by taking p → p + k 1 , so we have
where
Finally we find
14)
The remaining step in the calculation is to account for the ambiguity in the momentum routing. To this end we define
Again we write integral in the form of (3.3), with f (p) replaced by f A (p):
The second term is related to the first by taking k 1 ↔ k 2 and µ ↔ ν; the same relation holds for the fourth and fifth terms. Keeping only the linearly divergent O(p −3 ) terms we find contributions only from the first two terms, where
leads to
If we denote a = αk 1 + (α − β)k 2 we find the following
Just as in the canonical case we ensure conservation of the U (1) V symmetry by considering 20) thus to conserve the vector current we need to take β = 1. The anomaly factor is now determined as usual:
Conclusions
We have shown that the scaling dimension of the fermion in the loop of a VVA diagram does not enter the anomaly factor. While this might have seemed an intuitive result, we actually see that the calculation relies on non-trivial cancellations coming from Feynman diagrams that are inherent to unparticles, i.e. the cancellation is not present if only the usual diagrams (with fermions replaced by unfermions) are used. This result might have been anticipated from the fact that there are no higher order contributions to the VVA diagrams so that there is no renormalization of the anomaly factor at any order in perturbation theory. So the proof that the anomaly doesn't depend on the scaling dimension provides a consistency check for the unparticle formalism. Beyond this, this result can be viewed as a cross check of Seiberg duality which uses anomaly matching between different unfermion loop diagrams.
The analysis of unfermions in Seiberg duality leads to one interesting speculation. Since the anomaly matching also includes quarks and dual quarks that have nontrivial scaling dimensions, it seems that the unparticle Feynman rules we've used, and hence the anomaly calculation given here, might work for these unfermions as well. However since quark fields are not gauge invariant operators they can violate the unitarity bound, and indeed a naive application of Eq. (2.2) gives a scaling dimension d q < 3/2. One might object that since quarks are not gauge invariant, their scaling dimensions will be gauge dependent. However, in SUSY QCD, because of the non-renormalization of the superpotential mass term, the quark anomalous dimension is proportional to the mass anomalous dimension, which is itself gauge invariant. Since the quark scaling dimension is thus gauge invariant (when using a supersymmetric regulator and supersymmetric gauge fixing), it may indeed make sense to extend the uparticle analysis to these non-gauge invariant fields.
A further problem with unquark propagators might seem to be that the spectral density in Eq. (2.5) is ill-defined for d < 3/2, requiring some subtraction in order to be sensible. On the other hand the action (2.7) and its corresponding propagator do not seem to suffer a readily identifiable pathology as d goes below 3/2. With this, there seems to be no obstacle in applying the unparticle analysis to quarks and dual quarks in SUSY QCD.
